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OUR INVESTMENT OUTLOOK

Contrasting with this year’s first quarter, the 
market environment during the past 90 days was 
abnormally tranquil. This, despite ongoing tensions 
between Russia and Ukraine, the increasing tur-
moil in Iraq, and the Federal Reserve’s continued 
winding down of its third round of extraordinary 
stimulus, quantitative easing (“QE3”).

First quarter economic activity in the U.S. was 
revised lower (to -2.9%), the worst level since the 
first quarter of 2009. The unusually cold winter gets 
much of the blame, but the hoped for rebound in 
the second quarter from demand held back in the 
first quarter has not materialized (as of the time of 
this writing). Higher oil and gas prices contribute 
to the economy’s sluggishness.

One member of the labor market is thriving: 
former Fed Chairman Ben Bernanke is now a 
highly-paid dinner guest, earning $250,000 per 
meal to dine with those interested in his thoughts 
on the future level of U.S. interest rates. At one 
such dinner, Bernanke explained that the Fed 
will be slow to raise interest rates due to a stub-
bornly weak labor market. He does not expect 
to see short-term interest rates returning to their  

long-term average of 4% during his lifetime. 
Actuarial estimates peg that span at 25 years.

The Fed has a “dual mandate” to fight inflation  
and spur employment. Yet when faced with 
deciding between the two, history and recent Fed 
speeches portray a Fed willing to put inflation on 
the back burner. When Fed Chairwoman Janet 
Yellen was asked this past June about recently rising 
inflation, she was quick to dismiss the matter: “the 
data we’re seeing is noisy.”

Hedges against future inflation immediately 
rose in price. Overseas, Vladimir Putin spoke of 
the benefits of gold ownership, and reduced dollar 
holdings, for Russia and China. Moreover, the two 
countries agreed to use their own currencies – and 
no longer U.S. dollars – to settle future natural gas 
transactions.

Back home, elevated stock prices remain largely 
a function of crisis-level stimulus from the Fed. 
Absent this support, many long-term investors 
and students of the market might expect to see a 
sagging stock market, one that is reflective of the 
lukewarm economic fundamentals. As the graph on 
page 2 shows, the direction of stock prices is usually 
correlated with the change in earnings expectations. 
(An improved outlook for a company, thus higher 
earnings expectations, should result in greater 
demand for that company’s shares and a higher 
share price.) The shaded area depicts revisions to 
what investors expect companies to earn; the dark 
line represents higher or lower stock prices. Since 
the end of 2011, the detachment between the two 
is unlike anything seen since 2000.

Investing according to underlying fundamen-
tals – the method used by experienced investors to 
much long-term success – may soon regain favor. 
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Now, with high market prices matched by ebullient 
sentiment (as we stated in a recent Wall Street Journal 
article: bulls outnumber bears in a range that is close 
to levels that preceded the 2008 decline), bargains 
are few. The market as a whole need not become 
turbulent for individual bargains to appear. Even 
the strongest companies often struggle with a  
short-term problem, causing their shares to decline 
in price. When they do, we will be ready.

THE STABLE DOOR SWINGS OPEN?

An intelligent investor that we have long known 
and admired likes to share worthwhile finance 
or investment-related stories at a blog he calls 
“Adventures in Capitalism.” In a note titled, “This is 
How the Banks Created the Last Crisis, Part II,” Harris 
Kupperman describes a recent encounter he had 
in his local bank (a branch of one of the country’s 
largest banks), whereby a “commission-hungry” 
teller aggressively thrusted a home equity line of 
credit (“HELOC”) offer at Kupperman, a loan he 
neither sought nor needed.1

Kupperman writes as recently as last December 
that, due to his irregular income, he did not qualify 
for any type of standard mortgage loan product. 
However, merely six months later, “quantitative 

easing has even further deranged 
the lending landscape, [and he]  
now qualifies for a 130% loan-to-
value HELOC.”

Kupperman continues to 
explain that the terms of the loan 
were incredibly favorable, 10-years 
interest-only with the first five years 
fixed at 2.9% and the next five years 
at Prime + 1.0% (not to mention  
elimination of other bank fees). 
No paperwork was required, the 
bank would conduct a “drive-by 
appraisal,” and the teller explained, 
“as your home appreciates, your 
HELOC limits increase as well.”

As he left the bank, less than 
an hour later with a generous new 
credit line, Kupperman recognized 
that the same tinder that caused 

the housing meltdown of 2008 was kindling a 
new fire. He writes, “If I’m doing this, I guar-
antee you that all sorts of lower quality credit  
risks [i.e., individual borrowers] are doing the 
same thing. There’s a reason that condo prices 
in [his hometown of] Miami are going parabolic.

“The Federal Reserve has horribly distorted 
the entire risk-pricing mechanism, just like it did 
in 2007 when my illegal gardener bought the home 
I was renting. It has been five years since the great 
credit collapse, and no one has learned a thing. 
People are borrowing too much and banks are 
in a hurry to lend to anyone with a pulse. They 
practically mobbed me—I have assets and a pulse. 
I don’t want to name the bank involved… [but it] 
got the mother of all bank bailouts just five years 
ago. At some point in the next few years, they’ll get 
another bailout—it’s inevitable. These guys haven’t 
learned the right lessons from 2009.”

While many lenders, real estate agents, and 
property investors are behaving as if home prices 
will only increase, using recent history as a guide, 
it is clear to us that the only certainty is that home 
prices will fluctuate, usually in extended cycles. 
Those cycles give scant warning to when they 
might turn. When they rise, lenders tend to loosen 
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their standards. When prices decline, they tighten 
them, effectively shutting the stable door after the 
horse has bolted.2

The nearby graph depicts the change in home 
prices relative to inflation over time. A rising line 
indicates prices moving higher faster than the rate 
of inflation. Vice-versa a declining line. The last 
time we displayed this graph in this publication 
was July 2005. At that time, the housing index was 
approaching 200 and we commented, “The cur-
rent period of rapid price increases is an extreme 
abnormality that likely will soon end.” Throughout 
2005 and 2006 we cautioned regularly that falling 
prices could be expected in the near term. We are 
not declaring the housing market a bubble today 
as we did emphatically in 2005 and 2006. But, as 
we survey the landscape, we notice a number of 
interesting elements in today’s market that lead us 
to believe that prices may be somewhat expensive.

National household formation remains weak 
with many millions of adults living at home with 
their parents. Decades of income growth in the 
U.S. that is below that of the rate of inflation (and 
home prices) makes housing less affordable. Record 
high levels of student loan debt also push off when 
young would-be homebuyers might buy. The jobless 
rate for 18-34 year-olds remains near its 2009 peak 
and is well above the pre-crisis long-term average.  
It should be no surprise that first-time buyers, often 

the engine that powers the bottom 
half of the market, are participat-
ing at very low levels compared to 
historical norms.

Home sales are beginning to 
decline for price ranges below $1 
million. Signs are emerging of a 
bifurcated or two-tiered market: 
low-priced homes are stagnating 
(perhaps as demand from insti-
tutional investors wanes) while 
high-priced homes continue to 
boom. Previous housing declines 
have occurred in this order before 
engulfing the entire market.  
The pace of home sales slowed in 
2005-2007; price declines followed.

Home sales and prices remain 
sensitive to the level of mortgage rates. 
Housing activity slowed dramatically in the 
summer of 2013 when mortgage rates rose by 
more than 1%. This caused housing afford-
ability to plummet as the median monthly  
payment jumped by more than 20%. Rates have 
since declined but, should they rise from these his-
torically low levels and remain high for more than 
a few months (as happened last year), residential 
real estate investors could suffer.

Housing expert and proprietor of the nearby 
graph Robert Shiller said recently that housing 
prices on and near the west coast are looking “a 
little bubbly.” Rents, however, continue to rise, 
thus increasing the relative attractiveness of buy-
ing a home. And, out of fears of dampening an 
already sluggish economy, there are proposals in 
Washington D.C. to loosen, once again, lending 
standards at Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. These 
would overturn post-crisis efforts to rein in overly 
aggressive lending practices. High prices tend to 
engender proposals like these and proposals like 
these tend to reinforce high prices – for a while. 

TAX INVERSIONS AND YOU

When 19th century German mathematician Carl 
Gustav Jacobi ran into hard-to-solve problems, he 
often turned to a technique that became a maxim 
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by which many now remember him: “Invert, always 
invert.” Later, Charlie Munger, Berkshire Hathaway 
Vice Chairman and expert problem-solver in his 
own right would say, “Many hard problems are best 
solved only when they are addressed backward.”3 

In this case, the “problem” is U.S. corporate 
income taxes and the “solution” for U.S.-based 
companies is to acquire a foreign corporation and 
then use its headquarters for the newly-formed com-
pany. Company leadership can remain in the U.S. 
Called a corporate inversion or tax inversion, this  
strategy is being employed by an increasing number 
of U.S. firms. Recently, three large companies whose 
shares we at Cheviot hold have attempted such a 
maneuver. Since the start of 2012, 11 companies have 
completed inversions; four are now in the process 
of moving abroad.

These moves are garnering increasing political 
scrutiny in Washington D.C. Senator Ron Wyden, 
Chairman of the Senate Finance Committee, stated 
that he will not “sit idly by” as U.S. companies 
“figure out how to hot-wire a way to tap into a 
loophole.” The incentive to act is strong for both 
U.S. corporations and the U.S. Government, how-
ever. A government proposal to limit inversions 
could generate $17 billion in tax revenues over the 
next ten years. On the other hand, after taking up 
foreign residence, U.S. corporations often see their 
tax rates plummet by several percent.

The U.S. corporate tax rate on income earned 
domestically is 35%, the highest in the developed 
world. Profits earned abroad – when returned 
home – are taxed at the same rate, prompting 
many corporations to leave the income earned 
outside of the U.S. in overseas subsidiaries. Many 
foreign countries levy taxes only on domestically- 
generated profits. On these points, Senator Wyden  
acknowledges, “It’s clear that America must  
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establish a more efficient and competitive  
corporate tax rate.” $1.95 trillion of cash has piled up 
in overseas coffers, waiting to be used if corporate 
management can identify foreign opportunities 
for acquisition. Or it might be returned to the U.S. 
if the tax to repatriate is lowered or eliminated. 
(The last such repatriation tax holiday occurred in 
2004). Congress’ non-partisan Joint Committee on 
Taxation estimates that a repatriation tax holiday 
today would cost the government $95.8 billion in 
tax revenues over the next ten years.

Lawmakers from both political parties endorse 
lowering the corporate tax rate to less than 30%. 
Disputes over specific details in such proposed 
legislation have stalled progress on this subject. But 
there is no guarantee that a new law will be better 
than the one enacted in 2004. At that time, after 21 
inversions in the previous seven years, Congress 
passed a law that taxed senior executives on the 
value of their restricted shares or unexercised stock 
options. The goal of reducing the incentive to invert 
by hitting senior executives in their pocketbook 
was circumvented by corporations when they 
issued more stock or even cash bonuses to their top  
executives to help them pay their tax bill.

While companies found a loophole around 
the 2004 law that imposed an immediate tax bill 
on shares held by corporate leaders, individual 
shareholders are not so lucky. When individuals 
own in a taxable account the shares of a company 
that completes an inversion, any unrealized capital  
gains in that investment are then considered  
realized. Even though shares were not sold, they 
were technically exchanged for shares of the new 
company. For example, say you paid $30 for 
shares that today are priced at $65. The company 
you own performs an inversion and your shares 
are swapped for new shares of the newly-merged 
corporation. You now carry realized gains of $35 
and taxes will be due on that appreciation despite 
the absence of a share sale. The new shares will 
carry a new cost basis equal to the present market 
value, in this case $65. 

If one believes that the gain is likely to 
have been realized at some point in time, then 
the inversion simply brings forward the taxes 
due. Nonetheless, this remains an unwelcome  
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experience for any investor. Jason Zweig, reporter 
for The Wall Street Journal, refers to this as “how 
to pay capital gains taxes without even trying.”

Charlie Munger recently said that he thinks a 
zero percent corporate rate is “the only one that 
would make them [i.e., corporations] happy.” 
Neither is Munger’s long-time business partner, 
Warren Buffett, a fan of inversions. “I would  
personally change that part of the law,” he says. 
“It does get a little annoying to us when we see 
other companies paying far lower tax rates while 
engaging in the same sort of business that we  
[at Berkshire Hathaway] engage in.” 

The byproducts annoy individual share-
holders, too.

AN UBER SUMMARY

In this era of high valuations for tech companies, 
increasingly reminiscent of the valuations awarded 
to the tech companies of the late-1990’s dot-com 
era, we examine Uber, the privately-held car ser-
vice company that is challenging the monopolistic 
dominance of the taxicab industry. Founded in 2000, 
recent investments in the company ascribe a total 
valuation to Uber of approximately $18.2 billion. 
One thing far loftier than its valuation at present is 
the company’s goal, stated by CEO Travis Kalanick, 
of making “car ownership a thing of the past.”

In contrast with the taxicab business, Uber acts 
as a middleman, pairing a driver and his or her car 
with a customer in need of transportation. Uber 
offers different levels of cars and pricing and pre-
screens its drivers. The company offers tremendous 
convenience whereby customers, after summoning 
an Uber car, can monitor that car’s location on their 
smartphone. And the company, now in 60 U.S. 
cities, claims it can have a driver available within 
five minutes to 43% of the nation’s population. 
Uber keeps 20% of the fare paid with the remainder 
pocketed by the driver. The closest car is paired 
quickly with the customer via the company’s “digital 
mesh” software system. Uber does not own its fleet 
of cars, the benefits of which include low capital 
costs and significant profit margins.

So is Uber really worth more than $18 billion? 
This is equivalent to today’s value of all outstanding 
shares of Hertz and Avis Budget.4 For proponents 

of this outsized valuation the key argument is that 
Uber is changing the hired car industry and, given 
the growth opportunities in an industry as large 
as this one, this “disruption” justifies stratospheric 
valuations. Skeptics claim that Uber’s market share 
of the industry would have to grow at exponential 
rates to warrant such a valuation.

Leaked internal financials show that Uber 
generated revenues of $220 million in 2013. As 
the company takes 20% of its drivers’ receipts, this 
suggests that Uber’s bookings were $1.1 billion, or 
approximately one-tenth of annual gross receipts 
(totaling $11 billion) from taxis and car services in 
the U.S. Worldwide gross receipts for taxis and car 
services are estimated to be approximately $100 
billion per year, growing at 3.2% annually.5

When investing in the shares of public  
companies (Uber remains privately held), Cheviot 
employs a list of strict criteria to determine what 
we believe is an appropriate valuation. Regardless 
of the business or industry, a company’s valuation 
is the function of its ability to deliver reliable 
cash flows well into the future.

Valuing Uber based on its current business 
model requires projections to be made of three 
important components, namely:

• Worldwide demand for car service.
• Uber’s market share of that demand.
• Uber’s net profit on gross receipts.
By our calculations, over the next ten years, Uber 

must become the dominant worldwide car service 
provider to justify today’s valuation. While it may 
do so, it is almost futile to make projections this far 
out in an industry undergoing so much change. For 
a business that did not exist ten years ago, there is 
no way to have a high degree of confidence about 
how it will look ten years hence.

Future cash flows are protected by an industry’s 
barriers to entry. Warren Buffett calls this “a wide 
moat.” Barriers to entry against Uber competitors 
remain low. Conservative investors in high quality 
businesses seek to own companies with competitive 
advantages, especially those that are durable. While 
Uber currently possesses the most well-known 
brand in the burgeoning web-delivered car service 
market, its “moat” is neither wide nor deep, and it is 
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not difficult to imagine competition knocking Uber 
from its pedestal. Having “first mover” advantage 
does not guarantee long-term success.6 Currently, 
Lyft and Hailo are beginning to encroach on Uber’s 
turf. New competitors Flywheel, GetAround,  
and SideCar are joining the market. Increased 
competition, further regulation, and the possible  
unionization of its employees have the poten-
tial to reduce either Uber’s market share,  
percentage of gross receipts, profitability, or all three.

A more bullish view of Uber’s valuation would 
be quick to point to Uber’s potential to increase the 
growth rate of the car service market by creating 
new customers from the segment of the popula-
tion that did not previously, or as frequently, use 
taxis or limousines. This suggests that the global 
demand for taxi and car service could grow by 
a pace somewhat quicker than 3.2% per annum. 
Furthermore, Uber’s applications are not neces-
sarily limited to shuttling passengers from Point 
A to Point B. Uber executives and angel investors 
are hopeful that Uber’s software will be an ideal 
fit in the shipping and logistics industries. Taking 
a step in that direction, Uber recently launched 
a messenger service using the Uber app in New 
York City. It is difficult to assign a valuation to the 
possibility of entering a new industry, let alone 
trying to estimate its potential for success.

Dovetailing with Uber’s high valuation is 
the fact that the share price of New York-based 
Medallion Financial (with the appropriate symbol 
“TAXI”), a company engaged in servicing loans 
to finance taxicab medallions, declined by more 
than one-third since December 2013 through June 
2014. In business, when incumbents are upended 
by a new process or technology, the incumbent 
– unless quick to adapt – is likely to suffer. And, 
in the cab-driving business, perhaps high-priced 
medallions will become less valuable. Consider 
that medallion supply is artificially restricted. This 
supports their high prices which, in turn, cause 
cab drivers to charge more when driving their 
customers. These built-in high prices, coupled 
with the ease with which Uber cars – and the 
entire infrastructure – can be deployed, allowed 
Uber to make tremendous inroads and seriously 
disrupt the incumbent.
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Regardless of whether Uber’s valuation proves 
high or reasonable, due to increased choices, com-
petitive pricing, and improved speed of service 
throughout the industry, one clear winner so far 
is the consumer. We would not be surprised to see 
Uber’s valuation continue to rise in the next couple 
of years as the company’s growth rolls on. Though 
it is a private company and not a public one (yet), 
this will make for an interesting ride.

HE’D HAVE MADE A FINE INVESTOR 

Hall of Fame baseball player Tony Gwynn died 
last month. One of the game’s best ever hitters, his 
lifetime batting average of .338 was the highest 
of any player since Ted Williams. Warren Buffett 
likes to apply Williams’ advice on hitting toward 
investing, namely, to wait for the pitch you know 
you can hit.

Tony Gwynn’s career serves also as advice for 
investors. Gwynn was well known for passionately 
studying the game. This resulted in his employing 
a style of hitting that helped him accumulate hit 
after hit, mostly singles and doubles. He struck out 
rarely. Remarkably, in 143 career at bats against 
Greg Maddux and Pedro Martinez, pitchers with 
seven Cy Young Awards between them, Gwynn 
never struck out. 

Don’t swing for the fences. Don’t strike out. 
Singles and doubles. This is an intelligent approach 
for investors. 
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COMPOSITE PERFORMANCE DISCLOSURE

Cheviot’s Balanced Portfolio Composite (the 
“Composite”) includes all fully discretionary, fee-pay-
ing accounts over $250,000 (new account minimum 
balance is $500,000). The Composite assets are allo-
cated principally among the following asset classes: 
equities (common stocks), fixed income (bonds) and 
money market funds (cash).



In the Composite, client accounts are combined 
for performance reporting purposes to provide a 
“Composite” return. The Composite represents actual 
money invested for clients.

Holdings are subject to change. It should not be 
assumed that recommendations made in the future will 
be profitable or will equal the performance of securities 
in this newsletter. The specific securities identified and 
described do not represent all of the securities held for 
advisory clients, and the reader should not assume that 
investments in the securities identified and discussed 
were or will be profitable. The information contained 
herein is based on internal research derived from various 
sources and does not purport to be statements of all 
material facts relating to the securities mentioned. The 
information contained herein, while not guaranteed as 
to accuracy or completeness, has been obtained from 
sources we believe to be reliable. Opinions expressed 
herein are subject to change without notice. Cheviot 
Value Management or one or more of its officers may 
have a position in the securities discussed herein and 
may purchase or sell such securities from time to time.

The performance results displayed herein represent 
the investment performance record for the Balanced 
Portfolio Composite, a composite of balanced accounts 
managed by Cheviot Value Management, LLC, a 
registered investment adviser under the Investment 
Advisers Act of 1940.

The Composite returns are total, time weighted 
returns expressed in U.S. dollars and include the 
reinvestment of dividends and other earnings and 
the deduction of transaction charges and investment 
advisory fees of 1% per annum. The time period 
commencing January 1, 2000 is used as a standard 
measuring point as that is the date current investment 
personnel have been active in portfolio management.

The graph on page 8 titled Cheviot Composite 
Equities vs. S&P 500 compares all stocks within the 
Cheviot Balanced Composite vs. the S&P 500 Index (an 
all-stock benchmark). Accounts managed by Cheviot 
are not allocated 100% to stocks at all times, thus no 
management fees are applied to the data comprising 
this graph. By describing the performance of Cheviot’s 
selected stocks only, this graph seeks to provide a more 
apples-to-apples comparison to the S&P 500.

The S&P 500 Index is a market capitalization 
weighted index of 500 of the largest U.S. companies. 

The returns for the S&P 500 Index are calculated on 
a total return basis with dividends reinvested. The 
S&P 500 Index is not available for direct investment.

The Vanguard Balanced Index Fund is a mutual 
fund that represents the typical balanced fund invest-
ment and seeks long-term growth and income by invest-
ing approximately 60% of its assets in equities and 
40% in fixed income investments. Benchmark returns 
are shown for Investor Class shares. Performance 
reflects pre-tax returns and includes changes in share 
price and reinvestment of dividends and capital gains 
and is net of management and operational expenses 
charged to the fund.

Dalbar Inc.’s quantitative analysis of investor 
behavior produces the actual performance generated 
by all investors, on average, in U.S. stock mutual 
funds. The graph on page 8 illustrates this performance 
over time. This data is made available once per year 
to reflect the prior year’s actual performance earned 
by real investors.

Past performance is no guarantee of future results. 
Any investment in marketable securities has the pos-
sibility of both gain and loss. Results will vary among 
client accounts. The actual return and value of an 
account will fluctuate and at any point in time could 
be worth more or less than the initial amount invested.

The Cheviot Balanced Composite has been exam-
ined by independent verifiers for the periods from 
January 1, 2000 through December 31, 2011. A copy 
of this examination report and further details of our 
composite are available upon request.

NOTES
01 Harris was kind enough to let us reproduce his 

re-telling of the exchange, occurring just weeks ago, 
with one of the country’s largest banks.

02  This “rearview mirror” behavior is what behavioral 
economists call the “recency bias.”

03  See: Poor Charlie’s Almanack: The Wit and Wisdom 
of Charles T. Munger, published in 2005.

04 Combined profits at these two companies were $140 
million greater than total revenues for Uber in 2013.

05 See: Taxi & Limousine Services Market Research  
Report | NAICS 48533 | Feb 2014, IBIS World.

06 As master venture capitalist and investor in Uber 
competitor Lyft, Marc Andreessen, once stated: “In 
tech, being early is the same thing as being wrong.”
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Growth of $1,000,000 Initial Investment on January 1, 2000

Contact information: 9595 Wilshire Blvd., PH 1001, Beverly Hills, CA 90212; (310) 451-8600;
email: contact@cheviotvalue.com; web address: www.cheviotvalue.com.
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explain to readers and investment clients why such securities have been or may be purchased or sold within a diversified portfolio such as the 
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